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IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN AND THE NEPHILIM
ON THE HUMAN RACE

NB: This teaching will be best understood by believers in Jesus Christ who have already
studied our other teachings1. This teaching should also be seen as an introduction to the
following teachings:



Deliverance on human spirit level
 DID on human spirit level
Caging by way of DID programming
 The Hidden Manna

PART 1: THE REBELLION OF LUCIFER & THE FALLEN ANGELS AND
THE FALL OF MAN
1.

INTRODUCTION
As believers in Jesus Christ, we know that His return is near and that we are living in
the last days of which Jesus said in His Word: “But as the days of Noah were, so also
will the coming of the Son of Man be.”2
These words of Jesus are generally interpreted by believers to mean that the last days
before Jesus’ return will be full of evil and lawlessness, just as they were before the
flood in Noah’s time. However, our Lord Jesus Christ has revealed to us (through His
Holy Spirit) that the last days on earth will be exactly as in the days of Noah, before
the flood, in that the fallen angels will return and the nephilim and the hybrids will
once again be on the earth, as in those days.
We have therefore once again been commanded by our Lord Jesus Christ to build an
ark (although this time a spiritual one) and Jesus is inviting His precious Bride to enter
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this spiritual ark in order to be protected against the evil and peril of the last days3.
This spiritual ark that our Lord Jesus Christ is building consists of truth and end time
revelation with a view to enable His Bride to break off her chains of bondage to Satan
and, especially, to allow her Bridegroom, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, to wash her
clean with His precious blood from all sin and iniquity. This also includes, most
importantly, that the Bride of Jesus Christ should be set free from the impact of the
seed of Satan and the nephilim that entered her human DNA (physically but also
psychologically and spiritually) as a result of the Fall.
The DNA of the human race is defiled by the seed of Satan and the nephilim (which is
essentially the seed of Satan and the fallen angels). This causes “chaos” (physically,
psychologically and spiritually) in human beings, including in the precious Bride of
Jesus Christ.
Our loving Lord Jesus Christ is preparing His Bride for the days to come and wants to
protect her against the end-time spiritual flood4. New revelation is therefore being
released from His throne, as was prophesied in Daniel 12:4 that at the end of time
“…knowledge shall increase”.
This teaching is therefore written in obedience to our Lord Jesus Christ and His
precious Holy Spirit to reveal to the Bride of Jesus Christ the necessary knowledge in
order for her to be able to prepare herself for His second coming (just as the 5 wise
virgins did in Matthew 25: 4: “..but the wise (virgins) took oil in their vessels with their
lamps).”
Knowledge is power and that is equally true for the Bride of Jesus Christ on a spiritual
level. We therefore first have to understand the strategies of the enemy against us,
before we would be able to pray accurately in order to be set free from them.
2.

LUCIFER’S REBELLION AGAINST GOD
The human race fell into sin back in the Garden of Eden when Eve was seduced by the
snake (Lucifer) to eat of the “forbidden fruit” (to commit sin) and then also to
persuade Adam to follow suit. However, the trouble actually started well before that
event in the Garden of Eden and that is when Lucifer, one of God’s most beautiful,
powerful and prestigious angels, fell into pride and, as a result, decided to turn and
rebel against the authority of God. As a result of his pride and rebellion, he was
thrown out of heaven by God and he took a third of the angels of God with him.
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Isaiah 14: 12: “How you are fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!
How you are cut down to the ground, you who weakened the nations! For you
have said in your heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the
stars of God; I will also sit on the mount of the congregation, on the farthest sides
of the north; I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, I will be like the Most
High.”
Luke 10:18: “And He (Jesus) said to them, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from
heaven.”
Revelation 12:4: “His tail (Satan/Lucifer) drew a third of the stars of heaven
(angels) and threw them to the earth…”
This fallen angel (Lucifer), who was cast out of heaven by God, then (in envy, jealousy
and hatred against the people whom God created in His image) set out to make war
against the crown of God’s creation (namely human beings). His plan was to seduce
them into sinning against God whilst knowing full well that due to the righteousness
of God, He will then have to throw them out of the Garden of Eden. We all know,
from reading the book of Genesis, that Lucifer was successful in his plan against
humanity. This event is then what is generally called “the fall of man” and resulted in
Adam and Eve being cast out of the Garden to live separate from God until Jesus came
to earth thousands of years later in order to reconcile humanity with God.
The name “Lucifer” means ”the light bearer“ but after he was cast out of heaven, God
changed his name to become “Satan”, which means “the accuser” or “adversary”.
Synonyms for “adversary” are “opponent”or “enemy”. Where ever we will therefore
use the word “enemy” in this teaching, we will be referring to Satan.
3.

THE FALL OF MAN
Our loving triune God (Father, Son (Jesus Christ) and Holy Spirit) never intended for
the human race to be in the bondage to Satan that it is in today. Instead, God intended
for us to live in complete harmony and intimacy with Him as it initially was when Adam
and Eve walked with God in the Garden of Eden in the cool of the day5.
However, the problem of sin arose from the fact that God gave man a free will by
which to choose between good and evil.
It is evident from the reading of the first few chapters of Genesis, that there were two
trees planted by God in the midst of the garden, namely the Tree of Life and the Tree
of Knowledge. God said to Adam and Eve that they may eat from every tree in the
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garden (including from the Tree of Life) but that they may not eat from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil since, if they ate of it, they would surely die6.
It is therefore clear that eating from the Tree of Life would result in eternal life and
that eating from the Tree of Knowledge would result in external death for humankind.
The intention of God was that Adam and Eve should daily eat from the Tree of Life,
which would give them life and sustain them, to be able to live forever.
Lucifer (in his fallen state as Satan) hated the human beings that were created by God
in His image and also hated the intimacy that they had with God (especially in view of
the fact that he was rejected and thrown out of the Kingdom of God). He therefore
set out to seduce man into sin (disobedience to God) since he knew that, God being
just, He would then have to also reject man and that would cause separation between
man and God.
Lucifer’s plan entailed that he would lure Adam and Eve into eating from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, since God said that if they should eat from this tree, they
would surely die7.
What then were these two trees exactly, were they physical trees in the garden or a
mere metaphor for something? We believe that they were two physical trees but that
they each stood for or resembled something. The Tree of Life stood for the life-giving
living presence of God (able to sustain eternal life and well-being in human kind) whilst
the Tree of Knowledge stood for disobedience to God, resulting in eternal death.
Man essentially always had a choice between accepting and obeying God and rejecting
and disobeying him thereby, it really is as easy as that. The Tree of Life therefore
resembles the life-giving power of Jesus Himself gained by man through acceptance
of and obedience to God. Eating from the fruit of the Tree of Life, would result in
eternal life8.
What then was this “eating “really, from either the Tree of Life or the Tree of
Knowledge. We understand this “eating” to be the choice that Adam and Eve had to
either obey God (and live forever) or to disobey him (and die).
The “fruit” that was eaten from either the Tree of Life or the Tree of Knowledge was
the obedience or disobedience to God (i.e. obedience to Satan). The fruit of the two
trees should therefore not be seen as necessarily a physical fruit, but rather as either
an act of obedience or an act of disobedience to God, that would have eternal
consequences for man.
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The Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil is therefore two opposites
of the same kind (essentially like the yin and the yang) that were growing together in
the Garden of Eden.
The Tree of Knowledge may also be seen as the evil design of Satan, set out to
ultimately destroy humankind on every level, whilst the Tree of Life was created by
God to be His design for humankind in order for them to be saved and in order to
enjoy eternal life in Him.
You will recall that Satan lured Eve into eating from the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge
by promising her that she would become like God (in that she would know the
difference between good and evil). Essentially, Satan lured Adam and Eve into the
same sin that he committed against God namely pride and wanting to become like
God.
Now, in order to understand the rest of the teaching, it is necessary that we consider
the nature of the “fruit” that the snake (Lucifer) offered Eve and thereafter also Adam
to eat. The Holy Spirit revealed to us that Lucifer lured Adam and Eve into committing
a deed that would enable him to insert his spiritual seed into the human race in order
to defile it physically, psychologically and spiritually to such an extent that close
companionship and intimacy with their creator God would no longer be possible and
that would ultimately lead to their death. The seed of Satan was intended by him to
bring total death and destruction to mankind on earth. Only an act of sexual
intercourse would have enabled Satan to insert his seed into the human race.
The nature of Adam and Eve’s act of disobedience against God is also evident from the
change in their behaviour after the act. Before they ate from the Tree of Knowledge,
their own nakedness was no problem to them and they knew absolutely no shame.
Before the Fall, when Adam and Eve were still sinless, they were commanded by God
to “be fruitful and multiply”9 whilst they were naked but their own sexuality was
entirely pure and unblemished. They could fellowship with each other and with God
in the garden whilst being naked and still be pure and unashamed. However, after
they “ate” of the “fruit” of the Tree of Knowledge, they suddenly became aware of
their own nakedness and became so ashamed of their bodies that they sewed fig
leaves together and made coverings for themselves10.
Once again, only an act involving sexual immorality could rob a person of his or her
innocence and make one aware and ashamed of one’s own nakedness.
The nature of the “eating” from the Tree of Knowledge (act of disobedience to God)
is also evident from the nature of the punishment of Eve by God namely that He cursed
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her ability to procreate in that he said that she will “in pain …bring forth children”11
and that, whilst desiring her husband, he will rule over her.
It is written in the Word of God that Adam also ate of the fruit of the Tree of
Knowledge meaning that he also partook in the same sin as Eve. In this way both of
them disobeyed God and sinned and thereby fell from grace12.
It therefore appears that it was already here, in the Garden of Eden, that the spiritual
seed of Satan for the first time entered the human race and started to defile our
human DNA, not only spiritually but also physically and psychologically.
We all know what happened after this, namely that God punished Adam and Eve and
sent them out of the Garden of Eden. God placed cherubim at the east of the garden
and a flaming sword which turned every way, to guard the way to the Tree of Life13.
It is however also important for us to take note of what God said to the snake (i.e.
Satan):
Gen. 3:15: “And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your
seed and her Seed; He shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise His heel.”
This Scriptire is a prophesy about Jesus (the Seed of the woman) who would come to
overcome the enemy (Satan) and of the fact that Satan would thereafter still come
against the Bride of Christ by trying to paralyse her by keeping her in bondage.
4.

THE FALLEN ANGELS
The seducing of mankind did however not end in
the Garden of Eden, instead, the rest of the fallen
angels that Lucifer took with him in his rebellion
against God14, set out to further pollute the human
race with their seed.
The Book of Enoch was written by Enoch for the
believers in Jesus Christ who would be living in the
end times (that is us!):
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“1.1 These are the words of the blessing of Enoch; according to which he blessed
the chosen and righteous who must be present on the day of distress, which is
appointed, for the removal of all the wicked and impious.”
Enoch was a descendant of Adam through the blood line of Seth (which is also the
bloodline from which the Messiah, Jesus Christ, was born). Enoch was the son of Jared
and Enoch’s son was Methuselah. Enoch was therefore the seventh person from
Adam and he (Enoch) lived in such close intimacy with God that of Him is written:
Gen. 5: 24: “And Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for God took him.”
Therefore, we may safely assume that Enoch never died as all mortal human beings
do, but that God came and took him to heaven. (The only other person that we read
of in the Bible who did not die but was taken to heaven by God was Elijah15.)
Surely the writings of someone who lived in such closeness with God should have been
incorporated in the Bible? However, we do not say that believers in Jesus Christ
should value the Book of Enoch as the written Word of God but at least we may take
note of what is written in it as one would of any other book of great historical value.
We should also test what is written in the Book of Enoch against the Word (the Bible)
and reject anything that is contrary to that. However, anything written in the Book of
Enoch that confirms or further elaborates on the truth of the written Word, as
revealed in the Bible, may surely be safely embraced by us as being inspired by the
Holy Spirit through Enoch.
Enoch says the following with regard to the fallen angels, whom he calls “the rebels
among the watchers (the angels of God)”:
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“6.1

And it came to pass, when the sons of men had increased, that in those
days there were born to them fair and beautiful daughters.

6.2

And the Angels, the sons of Heaven, saw them and desired them. And they
said to one another: “Come, let us choose for ourselves wives, from the
children of men, and let us beget, for ourselves, children.”
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6.3

And Semyaza, who was their leader, said to them:
“I fear that you may not wish this deed to be done and that I alone will pay
for this great sin.”

6.4

And they all answered him, and said: “Let us all swear an oath and bind
one-another with curses, so not to alter this plan, but to carry out this plan
effectively.”

6.5

Then they all swore together and all bound one another with curses to it.

6.6

And they were, in all, two hundred and they came down on Ardis, which is
the summit of Mount Hermon. And they called the mountain Hermon
because on it they swore and bound one another with curses.
….

7.1

And they took wives for themselves and everyone chose for himself one
each. And they began to go into them and were promiscuous with them….

7.2

And they became pregnant and bore large giants. And their height was
three thousand cubits (1,372 km!!).

9.8

And they (the fallen angels) went into the daughters of men together, lay
with those women, became unclean, and revealed to them these sins.

9.9

And the women bore giants, and thereby the whole Earth has been filled
with blood and iniquity.”

There were leaders amongst these fallen angels and Enoch gives their names in
paragraph 6.7, read together with some other paragraphs:
”Semyaza, who was their leader, Urakiba, Ramiel, Kokabiel, Tamiel, Ramiel,
Daniel, Ezekiel, Baraqiel, Asael, Armaros, Ananel, Zaqiel, Samsiel, Satael, Turiel,
Yomiel, Araziel, Azazel, Amezarak, Azradel.”
In paragraphs 69.2 and further the names of the fallen angels and their leaders were
also given:
“Semyaza, Artaqifa, Armen, Kokabiel, Turiel, Ramiel, Daniel, Nuqael, Baraqiel,
Azazel, Armaros, Batriel, Basasael, Ananel, Turiel, Samsiel, Yetarel, Tumiel, Turiel,
Rumiel, Azazel”.
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It appears however that Azazel was ultimately more evil than all the other fallen angels
since of him Enoch says the following:
Paragraph 9.6: “See then what Azazel has done; how he has taught all iniquity on
the earth and revealed the eternal secrets that are made in Heaven.”
Paragraph 10.8: “And the whole Earth has been ruined by the teaching of the works
of Azazel; and against him write: ALL SIN.”

PART II: THE NEPHILIM, HYBRIDS & THE GREAT FLOOD
5.

THE NEPHILIM AND THE HYBRIDS

5.1

Meaning and definition of the words “nephilim” and “hybrid”
The word “nephilim”
is derived from the
Hebrew
word
“naphal”
which
means “fallen”. This
refers to the fact that
the nephilim had its
origin from the socalled “fallen ones”
(the fallen angels).
A nephilim (or giant) is therefore a
cross-breed between a fallen angel
(in essence an evil spirit or demon of
very high authority) and a human
being. These nephilim therefore
had a human body and soul but,
instead of having a spirit that comes
from God, they had a demonic spirit
inside of them. Since they did not
have a spirit that comes from God, they were unable of being saved and were doomed
from the beginning. They were essentially children of the fallen angels and since the
fallen angels all followed Lucifer in his rebellion against God, they may all be seen as
part of Satan’s Kingdom.
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A hybrid (in the context of the nephilim) is a
cross-breed between a nephilim and an
animal. This living being therefore had
physical traits of both humans and animals
and it had the soul of a human being (or
perhaps of an animal since we know that
animals
do have
souls)
but instead of a spirit that comes from God, it had
a demonic spirit.
These demonic beings roamed the earth and
further defiled the DNA of the human race by
having sexual intercourse with human beings
(both willingly and unwillingly), both in the time
of Noah (before the flood) and after the flood16.
5.2

“Aliens” and “reptilians”
There are many teachings going around in the Body of Christ about so-called “aliens”
and “reptilians”. It is our humble opinion that these “aliens” or “reptilians” are none
other than the fallen angels and their offspring and, in our view, it is better to keep
the terminology simple and in accordance with the Word of God. We therefore prefer
to use the words “nephilim” and “hybrid” throughout this teaching and to avoid the
words “alien” and “reptilian”. One may also refer to the nephilim and the hybrids as
“the giants” as they are referred to in the Word of God.

5.3

References to “giants” in the Word of God
A text that is seldom preached about in the denominational churches of our day is Genesis 6: 4: “There were giants on the earth in those days (before the flood), and
also afterward (after the flood), when the sons of God (fallen angels) came in to
the daughters of men (had sexual intercourse with them) and they bore children
to them. Those were the mighty men who were of old, men of renown.”
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Over and above this text, there are also various other references to the nephilim (or
the giants) in the Bible, including the following:
Numbers 13:33: “There we (the Israelites) saw the giants (the descendants of Anak
came from the giants); and we were like grasshoppers in our own sight, and so we
were in their sight.”
Deuteronomy 2:11: “They were also regarded as giants, like the Anakim, but the
Moabites call them Emim.”
Deuteronomy 2:20: “(That was also regarded as a land of giants; giants formerly
dwelt there. But the Ammonites call them Zamzummim ...)”
Deuteronomy 3:11: “For only Og king of Bashan remained of the remnant of the
giants. Indeed his bedstead was an iron bedstead. (Is it not in Rabbah of the people
of Ammon?) Nine cubits is its length and four cubits its width, according to the
standard cubit.”
Deuteronomy_3:13: “The rest of Gilead, and all Bashan, the kingdom of Og, I gave
to half the tribe of Manasseh. (All the region of Argob, with all Bashan, was called
the land of the giants.)”
Joshua 12:4: “The other king was Og king of Bashan and his territory, which was of
the remnant of the giants, who dwelt at Ashtaroth and at Edrei,”
Joshua 13:12: “… all the kingdom of Og in Bashan, who reigned in Ashtaroth and
Edrei, who remained of the remnant of the giants; for Moses had defeated and cast
out these.”
Joshua 15:8: “And the border went up by the Valley of the Son of Hinnom to the
southern slope of the Jebusite city (which is Jerusalem). The border went up to the
top of the mountain that lies before the Valley of Hinnom westward, which is at the
end of the Valley of Rephaim (the giants) northward.”
Joshua 17:15: “So Joshua answered them, if you are a great people, then go up to
the forest country and clear a place for yourself there in the land of the Perizzites and
the giants, since the mountains of Ephraim are too confined for you.“
Joshua 18:16: “Then the border came down to the end of the mountain that lies
before the Valley of the son of Hinnom, which is in the valley of the Rephaim (the
giants) on the north, descended to the Valley of Hinnom, to the side of Jebusite city
on the south, and descended to En Rogel.”
1 Samuel 17:4: “And a champion went out from the camp of the Philistines, named
Goliath, from Gath, whose height was six cubits and a span.”
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5.4

References to giants in the Book of Enoch
In addition to the above mentioned references to the nephilim in the Bible, Enoch also
wrote the following with regards to the nephilim in his book17:
“7.2 And they (the daughters of man) became pregnant and bore large giants.
And their height was three thousand cubits (1.372 km).
7.3

These devoured all the toil of men; until men were unable to sustain them.

7.4

And the giants turned against them in order to devour men.”

“9.9 And the women bore giants, and thereby the whole Earth has been filled
with blood and iniquity.”

5.5

Reference to hybrids in the Book of Enoch
Enoch writes the following18 about the hybrids that he saw in his time:
“7.5

6.

And they (the giants) began to sin against birds and against animals, and
against reptiles, and against fish, and they devoured one another’s flesh,
and drank the blood from it.”

JUDGEMENT UPON THE FALLEN ANGELS
In addition to the judgement that came upon the whole earth by way of the great
flood, God also judged the fallen angels (the watchers according to Enoch) in particular
who were responsible for the pollution of the human race with the seed of the
nephilim.
Jude 6: “And the angels who did not keep their proper domain, but left their own
abode, He has reserved in everlasting chains under darkness for the judgment of
the great day;”
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In the Book of Enoch the judgement of God upon the fallen angels is described as
follows:
“10.4 And further the Lord said to Raphael (an angel of God): Bind Azazel by his
hands and his feet and throw him into the darkness. And split open the desert
which is in Dudael, and throw him there.”
10.5 And throw on him jagged and sharp stones and cover him with darkness.
And let him stay there forever. And cover his face so that he may not see the light.
10.6

And so that, on the Great Day of Judgment, he may be hurled into the fire.

10.11 And the Lord said to Michael (an angel of God): Go, inform Semyaza, and
the others with him, who have associated with the women to corrupt themselves
with them in all their uncleanness.
10.12 When all their sons kill each other, and when they see the destruction of
their loved ones, bind them for seventy generations, under the hills of the earth,
until the day of their judgment and of their consummation, until the judgment,
which is for all eternity, is accomplished.
10.13 And in those days, they will lead them to the Abyss of Fire: in torment, and
in prison they will be shut up for all eternity.”
Therefore, until this day, the fallen angels are bound in chains in a place called the
Abyss, as judgement for what they have done to human kind and upon the earth.
7.

THE GREAT FLOOD
We know from the Bible (Genesis 6 verses 5 to 7) that God regretted that he created
man when he saw the wickedness on the earth and decided to destroy everything by
way of the great flood.
In Gen. 6: 7: “So the Lord said, “I will destroy man whom I have created from the
face of the earth, both man and beast, creeping thing and birds of the air, for I am
sorry that I have made them.”
Enoch said:
“7.6

Then the Earth complained about the lawless ones.”
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Enoch said the following about the bloodshed and iniquity in the time of the pre-flood
nephilim and also about the flood that God intended to bring upon the earth:
“9.9 And the women bore giants, and thereby the whole Earth has been filled
with blood and iniquity.
9.10 And now behold the souls which have died cried out and complained unto
the Gate of Heaven, and their lament has ascended, and they cannot go out in the
face of the iniquity which is being committed on the earth…….
10.1 And then the Most High, the Great and Holy One, spoke and sent
Arsyalalyor to the son of Lamech (which is Noah), and said to him:
10.2 “Say to him in my name: Hide yourself! And reveal to him the end which is
coming, because the whole earth will be destroyed. A deluge is about to come on
all the earth; and all that is in it will be destroyed.
10.3 And now teach him so that he may escape and his offspring may survive for
the whole Earth.”
“10.7 And restore the Earth which the Angels have ruined. And announce the
restoration of the Earth. For I shall restore the Earth so that not all the sons of men
shall be destroyed because of the knowledge which the Watchers made known and
taught to their sons.”

In addition to the great flood, God also caused great battle to begin (pre-flood)
amongst the sons (and daughters) of the fallen angels (i.e. the nephilim and hybrids)
so that they greatly exterminated themselves.
Enoch says in his Book:
“10.9 And the Lord said to Gabriel (an angel of God): “Proceed against the
bastards, and the reprobates, and against the sons of the fornicators. And destroy
the sons of the fornicators, and the sons of the Watchers, from amongst men. And
send them out, and send them against one another, and let them destroy
themselves in battle; for they will not have length of days.”
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8.

PRE-FLOOD GIANTS VERSUS POST-FLOOD GIANTS
We know that the Word of God says that there were giants on the earth both before
and after the flood19. This is clear from all the texts that we have quoted above20.
But how could this have been? Did God not clearly intend to wipe all the nephilim and
hybrids off of the face of the earth for good?
There are many theories about this, one being that one of the wives of the sons of
Noah carried the seed of the nephilim in the ark to the other side of the flood. This
may indeed be the case but it is highly unlikely that God would have allowed a giant
(or someone carrying the seed of the nephilim) to enter the ark. If this possibility is
the truth then, at most, the wife of one of Noah’s sons may have carried the seed of
the nephilim. This does however not explain how someone (who probably did not
display any clear signs of nephilim seed) could produce offspring further down the
bloodlines who were clearly giants after the flood.
According to another theory21, some hybrid nephilim were air-borne or in the water,
and were therefore probably able to withstand the flood and survive until after the
flood. This theory sounds to us more likely since Enoch writes the following:
“60.7 And on that day (the day of final judgement by way of the flood) two
monsters will be separated from one another, a female monster whose name is
Leviathan, to dwell in the depths of the sea, above the springs of the waters.
60.8 And the name of the male is Behemoth who occupies with his breast an
immense desert named Dendayn on the east of the Garden where the chosen and
the righteous dwell. ….”
Also, it is written in the Book of Enoch:
“7.5 And they (the giants) began to sin against birds and against animals and
against reptiles and against fish and they devoured one another’s flesh and drank
the blood from it.”
It is therefore very likely that hybrid nephilim existed and lived on the earth that was
a cross-bread between humans, demons (the fallen angels) and animals. Many of
these nephilim hybrids may have existed either in the sky (hybrid birds, such as Ziz) or
in the waters (hybrids such as Leviathan, the sea monster). Although God made them
to war against each other and thereby to exterminate themselves, it may very well be
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that some of these nephilim hybrids survived the flood (since they were in the water
or in the air) and carried the nephilim seed through to the post-flood period.
However, it may very well remain a mystery as to how exactly the nephilim survived
the flood and existed also in the post-flood period. It is probably sufficient for
believers to simply believe the Word of God and accept that there were also nephilim
(and hybrids) after the flood.
Enoch says in his book that the pre-flood giants were approximately 1.3 kilometres
high (that is 1 300 metres!!)22. Of the post-flood giants there are various references
in the Bible and most of these refer to the height of these nephilim to be between 3
and 6 metres high. It therefore appears as if the post-flood giants were not as tall as
the pre-flood giants but that they were still huge in comparison with a normal human
being.

PART III: PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OF GIANTS ON THE EARTH
9.

EVIDENCE OF GIANTS IN SOUTH AFRICA AND THE REST OF THE WORLD
The aim of this teaching is not to elaborate too much on the physical evidence of the
existence of the nephilim, since ample information is available on the internet and
from other sources23. We however just need to sensitise you to the fact that nephilim
indeed roamed the earth and that there are actually a lot of physical evidence of this.
You will find a lot of information on the internet about skeletons of giants that were
found right across the world. Although some of the photographs on the internet may
very well have been photo-shopped to a certain extent or be a “hoax” (as some people
may allege), we believe that there are also some of the photos that are truly authentic.
Other evidence also exists of the fact that nephilim
once roamed the earth. In this regard, we refer you
to the teachings and YouTube videos of Timothy
Alberino of Gensix Productions regarding the
nephilim. In our view, they have done excellent
research right across the world and have come to
some astonishing conclusions and findings
regarding the nephilim.
In South Africa, a lot of evidence of the existence of
the nephilim have already been found including this
giant footprint at Chrissiesmeer, South Africa.
Michael Tellinger, a self-proclaimed New Ager and
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promoter of the Ubuntu Movement, has also found (and is currently exhibiting)
various fossils of giant body parts and even hearts and other organs of the giants
(nephilim) in his Museum at Waterval Boven, Mpumalanga.
We believe that the time has come that the truth about the nephilim and hybrids that
once roamed the earth is discovered and made known. We just find it sad that people
like Michael Tellinger does not uphold the Biblical truth that these giants were the
offspring of the fallen angels (evil spirits of high authority), but instead glamourize
them as “gods” and even go as far as to say that these giants created humankind as
being a slave-species for the “gods”. However, spiritually deceived as people like
Michael Tellinger might be, it does not take away from the fact that he is doing
valuable research and that his research is pointing more and more to the reality of the
pre-flood as well as the post-flood nephilim and hybrids (even here in South Africa!),
confirming the truth of the Bible!
Then, in our opinion (as is also backed by the opinion of many well-informed people
such as Timothy Alberino and his team from Gensix Productions) the various pyramids
and stone circles to be found right across the world were built by the nephilim (either
pre-flood or post-flood giants). It is simply the only explanation that makes sense since
the technology that must have been used to build these huge structures was simply
not within the reach of normal mankind at the estimated time that they were built
(thousands of years ago).
These are pictures of the pyramids in Giza Egypt as well as of the Mayan pyramids in
Mexico. There are however many more pyramids right across the world (including
Sudan and China and even the underwater pyramids in Japan).
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Below is a picture of the ancient stone circle called “Stonehenge” in Wiltshire England.
There are however also many more ancient stone circles right across the world,
including South Africa24.

There are also other structures and evidence of the legacy of the nephilim on earth
such as these megalithic blocks in South America and the so-called “Nazca lines”
geoglyphs in Peru, South America as well as the mysterious “Marree man” geoglyph
of Outback Australia.
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The above picture is of the so-called “heads of Easter Island”. We believe that these
are depictions of the nephilim or giants that once inhabited this area. They were then
(and are still now) regarded by the people of the island as their ancestors and are also
being worshipped by them as “gods”25.
There are much more information and evidence available on the internet of the fact
that the nephilim and hybrids indeed once roamed the earth but, since the emphasise
of this teaching is rather on equipping believers in Jesus Christ with knowledge in order
to gain freedom from their seed (spiritually, psychologically and physically), we leave
further investigation and research up to the reader.

PART IV: THE RETURN OF THE FALLEN ANGELS
10.

THE LAST DAYS – AGAIN AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH
We know that Jesus said that the last days on earth will again be as in the days of
Noah.
Matthew 24:37: “But as the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the
Son of Man be.
Our view on this is that it will be exactly the same in that the fallen angels, the nephilim
and the hybrids will return to the earth in the last days.
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This interpretation of ours is supported by what we read in the Word of God –
Revelation 9: 1 – 11:
1. “Then the fifth angel sounded: And I saw a star fallen from heaven to the earth.
To him was given the key to the bottomless pit.
2. And he opened the bottomless pit, and smoke arose out of the pit like the smoke
of the great furnace. So the sun and the air were darkened because of the smoke of
the pit.
3. Then out of the smoke locusts came upon the earth. And to them was given
power, as the scorpions of the earth have power.
4. They were commanded not to harm the grass of the earth, or any green thing, or
any tree, but only those men who do not have the seal of God on their foreheads.
5. And they were not given authority to kill them, but to torment them for five
months. Their torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it strikes a man.
6. In those days men will seek death and will not find it; they will desire to die, and
death will flee from them.
7. The shape of the locusts was like horses prepared for battle. On their heads were
crowns of something like gold, and their faces were like the faces of men.
8. They had hair like women’s hair and their teeth were like lions’ teeth.
9. And they had breastplates like breastplates of iron and the sound of their wings
was like the sound of chariots with many horses running in battle.
10. They had tails like scorpions and there were stings in their tails. Their power was
to hurt men five months.
11. And they had as king over them the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in
Hebrew is Abaddon, but in Greek he has the name Apollyon.”
The important thing for us, as the Bride of Christ, is that these
creatures will not be able to torment those who have “the seal
of God” on their foreheads. This seal of God is our spiritual
rebirth in Jesus Christ as well as the baptism of believers in
Jesus Christ whereby the Holy Spirit sealed us as the property
of God the Father through His son, Jesus Christ.
It is believed by some that Cern in Switzerland is currently the
place where humans (upon guidance and instruction from
Satan) is trying to open up the Abyss where the fallen angels
are bound by way of the Large Hadron Collider.
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The site of Cern is built
ancient roman god Apollo
video to watch, that gives
information, is that of

upon an ancient temple of the
and a very informative YouTube
believers all the necessary
Timothy Alberino.

The essence of all of this
is that we, as the Bride of Christ,
need to be prepared
since the spiritual waters are
rising and, as the 5 virgins
who went and bought extra oil
for their lamps, we should also ensure that we are prepared by allowing Jesus to wash
us with His blood so as to gain protection from the evil times that are about to come.

PART V: THE IMPACT OF THE SEED OF SATAN & THE NEPHILIM ON
BELIEVERS IN JESUS CHRIST
11.

INTRODUCTION
There is much more to say on the subject of the seed of the nephilim, giants, hybrids
etcetera but the most important part of the discussion centers around the impact of
the seed of Satan and the nephilim (that entered the human race) on believers in Jesus
Christ.
What do we mean with “the seed of Satan and the nephilim”? We refer to the spiritual,
psychological and physical DNA of Satan and the fallen angels (demons of high
authority) that entered (and mingled with) the DNA of the human race26.

12.

THE DNA OF THE HUMAN RACE IS DEFILED
The DNA of all people on earth is tainted by the DNA of Satan and the fallen angels as
a result of what happened in the Garden of Eden and thereafter when the fallen angels
had sexual intercourse with human women and thereby produced the nephilim and
the hybrids.
This is what our Lord Jesus Christ referred to in the parable of the wheat and the tares
in Matthew 13 verses 24 to 43. Jesus explained that He sowed the good seed (i.e. the
DNA of the human race) according to God’s plan. He said that the enemy sowed the
seed of the tares. Jesus also said that the wheat and the tares grew together in the
field (humanity) until the day of the harvest (i.e. the final day of judgement) when the
wheat and the tares will be separated, the wheat to enter into the Kingdom of God
and the tares to be burned in the fire.
The DNA of the entire human race was therefore defiled by the enemy (Satan) with
his plans and designs but Jesus, through His death on the cross and His resurrection,
has made a way for his children (His Precious Bride) to be washed clean with His blood
(even from the DNA of Satan and the fallen angels) and to be spiritually restored
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completely to the state of man before the fall in the Garden of Eden. Only the blood
of the Lamb, Jesus Christ, has the power and the ability to wash us clean from this
iniquity and defilement.
The seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human DNA resulted in the fact that Satan
has more legal right in human beings (to steal from their birth-right in Jesus Christ)
than he would otherwise have had. It would become clear from the rest of the
teaching below that humans (in their three-fold nature namely spirit, soul and body)
have become extremely vulnerable to the wiles and strategies of the enemy, as a
result of this contamination with the seed of Satan and the nephilim.
13.

VULNERABILITY OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY
Due to the seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human race, the human spirit, soul
and body has become extremely vulnerable to the wiles and strategies of the enemy.
For example, believers in Jesus Christ struggle to understand and accept that a
phenomenon such as demonic soul copies (DSC’s) can exist and understandably ask
questions such as: “Why would God have allowed this?” and “If we are under the
protection of the blood of Jesus Christ, then how do demons and DSC’s still find
entrance to our souls and bodies?”
The seed of the nephilim in the human race provides the answer for all of these
questions and more. We believe that it was never our creater God’s intention and
plan for the human race to be so vulnerable to the plans of the enemy but our
ancestors chose (through the exercising of their own free will) to have sexual
intercourse with Satan (in the Garden of Eden) and with the fallen angels and later the
giants (nephilim) whom they believed to be “gods” and in that way the seed of Satan
and the nephilim entered into our bloodlines (generational lines) and caused, in one
word, “CHAOS” (spiritually, psychologically and physically)!
The seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human
race may be compared to a spiritual magnet of
darkness that draws toward us the designs of Satan
and acts as a huge open door to invite all sorts of
agents of darkness in.

14.

BLOODLINE OR GENERATIONAL CURSE OF THE SEED OF THE NEPHILIM
The seed of Satan and the nephilim is probably the most vile and serious bloodline or
generational curse that runs down the bloodlines of the human race since Adam and
Eve sinned in the Garden of Eden (and thereafter when their descendants chose to
have sexual intercourse with the fallen angels and the nephilim).
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We may even go as far as to say that the seed of Satan and the nephilim was the
originating cause (open door) for all of the other sin and iniquity in the human race
that followed thereafter.
The journey of being washed clean by the blood of Jesus from the seed of Satan and
the nephilim therefore starts with repentance and renunciation where after we may
ask our Lord Jesus Christ to cancel this bloodline curse over us and our children
spiritually, psychologically and physically.
This has to be done in the womb at our conception27 since it is at the very moment of
conception that the seed of Satan and the nephilim fell in us spiritually.
15.

KUNDALINI - DORMANT AT THE BASE OF THE HUMAN SPINE
Due to the seed of Satan and the nephilim that entered the spiritual, psychological
and physical DNA of the human race, the counterfeit holy spirit, Kundalini, lies
dormant (curled up as a spiritual snake) at the base of the human spine (in the sacrum)
of every human being since his/her conception in the womb28.
This Kundalini spirit is not a
mere “energy” or “life
force” as some eastern
religions may believe. The
Kundalini is a demon of very
high authority (a so-called
“ruler in the spirit”) that
manifests, when called out,
as a snake. It is believed by
New Agers, Freemasons
and other people in the
occult that when this
Kundalini is fully activated
the person will become
“enlightened”.
Upon
complete activation of the
Kundalini spirit in a human
being, the situation is
referred to by those in darkness as the so-called “Merkaba Body” (meaning “Light
Body”). This is part of the end-time strategy, plan and design of Satan in the human
race.
This so-called “enlightenment” is
however not from God (Jesus Christ) but
indeed from Satan and is a counterfeit
for the true enlightenment that occurs
when the spirit of a human being
becomes circumcised (reborn) by the
Holy Spirit.
This is the true
enlightenment, namely when a believer
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in Jesus Christ, after or upon rebirth, gets baptised by the Holy Spirit and the believer
receives all nine (9) gifts of the Holy Spirit that is referred to in 1 Corinthians 12.
The Kundalini is therefore a strong man demon
with great authority from Satan and all believers in
Jesus Christ should obtain deliverance from it. It
however differs from all other demons in that it is a
“ruler” in the spirit and actually forms part of the
false trinity (i.e. the sun god, moon goddess and the
false Jesus, i.e. the anti-christ). It counterfeits the
true holy spirit and inhabits a very particular place
in the human body, namely at the base of the spine.
When activated, it moves up and through the
seven (7) chakras (or energy centres) until it reaches the crown chakra (at the top of
the head) upon which the person will then have become so-called “enlightened”
(completely overtaken and empowered by the Kundalini spirit).
Satan’s strategy with this so-called “Merkaba Body” in a human being is that the
human being should become a living djed (i.e. antenna) for Satan, whereby he may
execute his evil designs and strategies in the human race.
The Kundalini would not have been able to inhabit a human being, literally from
conception in the womb, as the snake-like demon that it is (being curled up in the
sacrum), if it was not for the seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human race.
16.

DEMONIC SOUL COPIES
A demonic soul copy (“DSC”) is a copy of the soul dimension of a human being (or
nephilim or hybrid (since they also had human or animal souls)) who once lived and
has since died or that is still alive, that was copied and pasted into the soul dimension
of another living human being by demons (by way of witchcraft) and due to rights that
the enemy may have over that soul dimension (e.g. an unbroken bloodline curse of
witchcraft, Freemasonry (sun god worship), unhealed trauma etc.)29.
We believe that it is due to the seed of the nephilim in the human race that the enemy
obtained the right and the ability to copy and paste (by way of witchcraft) the souls of
human beings30. DSC’s were never part of God’s plan for the human race and He never
intended that His precious Bride should be in bondage to often hundreds (if not
thousands) of DSC’s per person (each with an evil strategy of its own). Unfortunately,
however, together with the fallen angels and the secret knowledge that they shared
with humans, came witchcraft and each and every other sin that defiled the human
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race to such an extent that the human soul became extremely vulnerable to the evil
strategies of Satan in general and of DSC’s in particular.
The seed of the nephilim in the human race also explains to us how it is possible that
even a reborn Christian’s soul dimension may (and is often) copied and pasted into
other human beings (including other reborn Christians).
17.

DEMONIC SOUL COPIES OF NEPHILIM AND HYBRIDS IN HUMANS
We also frequently find many DSC’s of nephilim and hybrids in beautiful reborn and
water and spirit baptised children of God. These DSC’s (when they come out under
the anointing of the Holy Spirit and speak to us) often say that they actually lived on
the earth. Some say that they lived in the time of Noah before the flood and others
say that they lived after the flood. When we ask these nephilim and hybrids how it
came that they entered the person’s soul and body, they always refer to bloodline
curses and the seed of the nephilim.
We have, to date, found literally thousands of DSC’s of nephilim and hybrids (of all
sorts of animals, even birds and insects) in the reborn Christians that we ministered
to.
As mentioned, they mostly say that they have lived on earth but sometimes they will
say that they have not physically lived on earth but was created by Satan in the spirit
(by way of witchcraft) and therefore only live in the spiritual realm.

18.

HURT INNER CHILDREN AND HURT INNER ADULTS
In ministering on a daily basis to reborn believers in Jesus Christ, we often find that
(due to unhealed trauma) demons obtained the right to create various hurt inner
children (HIC) and/or hurt inner adults (HIA) of a person (even of reborn Christians)
and to put them back into the same person. HIC and HIA’s are merely DSC’s of your
own soul dimension that was formed by demonic power (witchcraft) due to hurt,
shock and/or trauma. An example of this would be a child that is molested at the age
of 5. Due to the extreme trauma that the child experienced, the demons obtained the
right to copy the child’s traumatised soul dimension and to put it back into the child’s
soul and body. This has the effect of keeping that hurt and trauma captive in the
person, even as an adult. The hurt emotions, shock and trauma are encapsulated (or
bottled up) in the HIC and therefore remain (even after the adult person had forgiven
the perpetrator and asked Jesus to set him or her free from the trauma by the power
of His Blood). This explains why certain believers (who have already forgiven
someone) still suffer from emotions varying from hurt and rejection to even hatred as
a result of something that happened in the past.
This evil strategy of Satan is also part of what the seed of Satan and the nephilim
achieved in the human race. The human soul (due to witchcraft) became so vulnerable
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that trauma opens the door to demons who then copy and past the traumatised soul
in an attempt to keep it as a HIC or HIA in the person in order to keep the particular
brokenness in place.
This was obviously also not part of God’s original design for the human soul and these
strategies of the enemy contribute greatly to a Body of Christ that is, in general,
extremely broken emotionally and is being held captive in unhealed trauma,
unforgiveness, rejection etc.
We often find more than one (often numerous) HIC and HIA’s in the reborn believers
that we minister to. Only Jesus, by the power of His blood shed for us on the cross
and through the power of the Holy Spirit, is able to minister to such a HIC or HIA and
to provide the deep inner healing that enables that HIC or HIA to disappear.31
19.

DEMONIC SOUL COPIES (DSC’s) HELD CAPTIVE IN SPIRITUAL PLACES
Most evil strongholds and trauma in people are held in place and are enforced by
spiritual captives (i.e. demonic soul copies) of the traumatised and/or captured souls.
These captives are being held by the enemy in spiritual places under Satan’s control.
An example of this may be DSC’s of a person that are held captive in a spiritual place
of witchcraft (e.g. a spiritual dungeon where these soul copies are being cursed
repeatedly whilst rituals are done and blood sacrifices are made with them) due to the
unrepented sin of witchcraft in the ancestors. This may explain why this person is still
being tormented by nightmares of being cursed and of being sacrificed by witches,
even after all known renunciation prayers were prayed and the sins of the ancestors
confessed and repented for. It may also explain why demons are still able to take
someone’s spirit out of his or her body at night in order to take it to a place where
rituals are then done on it in another country …
Yet another example is of someone who used to take drugs such as LSD, CAT, Heroine
etc. The abuse of these drugs gave the enemy the right to copy the person’s enslaved
soul dimension and to hold it captive in a spiritual place of addiction to drugs. In this
spiritual place under the reign of Lucifer, these DSC’s are constantly being injected
with the drugs and are kept in a state of addiction. This may explain why the person
still has cravings for these drugs even years after he or she took the last drug and also
why many people who have been successfully rehabilitated, still fall back into the
abuse of drugs.
Jesus says in His Word that He came to set the captives free and we have written a
complete teaching about this32. Again, surely this evil strategy is not part of God’s
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original plan for human kind. The seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human race,
coupled with the unrepented sin of our ancestors (various bloodline curses), gave the
enemy the right to hold us captive, even on this level.
Once again, only the Blood of the Lamb, Jesus Christ, is able to set us free from these
spiritual places of captivity.
20.

DISSOSIATIVE IDENTITY DISORDER (DID)
DID or dissociative identity disorder is a contentious subject in the Body of Christ (as
is the subject of DSC’s). We have often been accused by brothers and sisters in Jesus
Christ of treating DID as if it is a demonic soul copy (DSC) and vice versa. There are
certain teachers in the Body of Christ who even accuse us of being instruments in the
hands of the enemy by deceiving the Body of Christ to think that DID is merely
demonic soul copies (or DSC’s).
These accusations against us are all wrong and without any substance. We instead
challenge those teachers who are so confident that there is no such thing as a demonic
soul copy (DSC) and that only DID exists, to start testing for DSC’s themselves. If they
are teachable, they would soon learn and experience the difference between the two
spiritual phenomena and would then realise that both DID parts and DSC’s exist.
In essence, the difference between the two spiritual phenomena is that a DSC is a
complete copy of a soul dimension (or personality) of an actual person (dead or still
alive) that has to be taken away by Jesus whilst a DID part is mostly a fictitious person
that formed in the broken psyche of the person (usually as a result of trauma) and has
to be led to Jesus (reborn) and thereafter integrated with the core personality of the
person. Therefore, in essence, a “copy” versus a “part”, an “actual person” versus a
“fictitious person” and “taken away by Jesus” versus “integrated with the core”. We
however realise that this is getting extremely technical and the best would be for
believers to start testing themselves and experience first-hand the difference, under
the guidance and teaching of the Holy Spirit.
There are also those people (mostly psychologists) who say that DID may only be
diagnosed and treated or dealt with by a qualified psychologist. We respectfully
disagree and often deal with DID in our ministry when we minister to reborn
Christians. We often witness how Jesus, through the power of His Blood, heals people
completely from DID. To the contrary, we are of the opinion that only the powerful
blood of Jesus Christ is able to completely heal the broken psyche of a human being.
DID is, in our view, also the result of the seed of Satan and of the nephilim in the
human race. God did not design the human psyche or soul to “split” and form
different parts or personalities. Although these DID parts may indeed once have
played a valuable role in aiding the person who underwent the extreme trauma (that
was the cause for the psyche or personality to split) to “cope” and to deal with the
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trauma, years later these people really just find themselves in another unique form of
bondage due to the various DID parts. Their soul dimensions are shattered and they
struggle to live a normal and balanced life. We often hear, when ministering to
believers in Jesus Christ, that demons say that the brokenness of the soul dimension
(through DID) serves to strengthen them since they feed off of the brokenness and
draws power from it. Again, only the blood of Jesus has the strength to completely
mend these broken and shattered soul dimensions.
We often find that demons say that they play a role in DID and specifically that they
hold a so-called “DID programme” in place. This DID programme is enabled by spirits
of DID, witchcraft, caging, mind-control, programming etc. that came into the person
by way of generational sin resulting in bloodline curses of trauma, brokenness and
witchcraft.
We have often found strongmen33 on human spirit level that say they hold the whole
DID programme in the particular human being in place. This has the effect that some
people are just much more prone to DID than others and that some people even “split”
with the least and the slightest form of trauma (e.g. when the grade 1 teacher punched
the child on the head with a pen!). We have therefore also found DID in people who
underwent mild trauma.
We have also found mild dissociation in people that we ministered to meaning that
there may be one or more DID parts in the person who all say that they are the person
him or herself (let us say e.g. Susan) but have formed due to various and different
events of trauma in her life. Susan no. 1 would then for example say that she has to
protect Susan against further hurt and rejection whilst Susan no. 2 says she has to
isolate her and Susan no. 3 says she causes her to distrust people etc.
There are therefore more than one type of DID namely the usual Satanic Ritual Abuse
(“SRA”) extreme and clear DID parts, each with a distinct personality and then also the
more mild dissociation that may occur due to mild trauma.
Lastly, there are also pure demonically programmed DID on spirit as well as soul level
in that the spirit (as well as soul) also splits and forms different parts, each with a
different and distinct personality. This is usually due to demonic DID programming as
a result of strong bloodline curses such as the seed of Satan coupled with witchcraft
etc.
The various kinds and layers of DID to be found in reborn children of God is yet another
example of the severe impact of the seed of Satan and of the nephilim on the human
spirit and soul.
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21.

DEMONIC SPIRITS ON HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL (“THE STRONG MEN”)
This is a major revelation that our Lord Jesus Christ has given us and it has really
opened a whole new world of deliverance to us!
In essence, what it entails is that there are demonic spirits of high authority, the
“strong men” (whom Jesus refers to in Matthew 12: 29, Mark 3:27 and Luke 11:21) on
the level of the human spirit.
Mat 12:29: “Or how can one enter a strong man's house and plunder his goods,
unless he first binds the strong man? And then he will plunder his house.”
Mar 3:27: “No one can enter into a strong man's house and plunder his goods,
unless he first binds the strong man. And then he will plunder his house.”
Luke 11:21: “When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own palace, his goods
are in peace.”
Please hear us clearly in this regard, we do not say that these evil spirits are in the
human spirit of a believer but merely that they are at or on the human spirit level.
There is a huge difference!
When a person gets reborn in Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit circumcises the human spirit
and enters the human spirit to live there34. Jesus Christ, through His Holy Spirit,
therefore indwells the human spirit of each and every reborn believer and does not
share it with any demon35.
These strong men came into us as human beings on spirit level due to the seed of
Satan and the nephilim in the human race and then also due to other bloodline curses
that provided the legal right for the entering of each demonic spirit (e.g. The Queen
of Heaven, Lucifer, Baphomet, Baäl etc.). Remember that the nephilim who once lived
on the earth and died in the flood and also those who died afterward had a demonic
spirit (in other words a demon) in the place of a human spirit. They did not have a
human spirit and could therefore not be saved.
Enoch also says in his book36:
“And now, the giants who were born from body and flesh will be called Evil Spirits
on the Earth, and on the Earth will be their dwelling.”

34

2 Cor. 5:17, Col. 2:11
James 4: 5: “Or do you think that the Scripture says in vain, “The Spirit who dwells in us yearns jealously?”
36
Paragraph 15.8
35
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It appears to be predominantly these evil spirits, who were once in the nephilim and
hybrids on the earth, that enters human beings on spirit level, as early as conception
in the womb, since it is on human spirit level that they once operated in the nephilim.
This also agrees with what Jesus says in His Word –
Matthew 17:21: “However, this kind (implying demons of a different kind than
others) does not go out except by prayer and fasting.”
Mark 9:29: “So He (Jesus) said to them, this kind (implying a different kind of
demon) can come out by nothing but prayer and fasting.”
When the disciples of Jesus were unable to cast a demon (the deaf and dumb spirit)
out of a child, Jesus was the only one who could and the above mentioned was the
reason Jesus gave to His disciples. This made us realise that there are two different
kinds of demons in people namely those on spirit level and those on soul and body
level.
Only Jesus can take the demons away on spirit level since only He has authority at this
level (since He resides in the spirit person of a believer). It is on soul and body level
where we received full and complete authority from Jesus to cast out demons and
they have to obey us37.
You may perhaps ask: “But is there any reference in the Bible to deliverance and
healing on human spirit level?” The answer is a definite “yes”. Paul says –
1 Thessalonians 5 verse 23: “Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you
completely; and may your whole spirit, soul and body be preserved blameless at
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
It is absolutely essential that we should also conduct deliverance on human spirit level
since, without it, the deliverance is unfortunately not permanent and we have found
that the strong men (demons of higher authority on human spirit level), given the
slightest opportunity, may once again refurbish their “houses” (on soul and body level)
by drawing in demons and/or demonic soul copies to do their dirty jobs for them.
In Mathew 12:43-45 Jesus Himself says: ”When an unclean spirit goes out of a
man, he goes through dry places, seeking rest and finds none. Then he says, “I will
return to my house from which I came.” And when he comes he finds it empty,
swept and put in order. Then he goes and takes with him seven other spirits more
wicked than himself, and they enter and dwell there; and the last state of that man
is worse than the first. So shall it also be with this wicked generation.”

37

Mar. 16:17
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The fact that ultimate and final deliverance takes place on human spirit level (where
only Jesus Himself has authority to work) is also backed by Scripture since our Lord
Jesus says –
John 8: 36: “Therefore, if the Son (Jesus Himself) makes you free, you shall be
free indeed.”
Since only Jesus, through His Holy Spirit, can take away a demon on human spirit level,
this Scripture confirms exactly this.
22.

DEMONIC SPIRIT COPIES
Yes, believers in Jesus Christ, you have heard correctly…. You have probably by now
already learned of Demonic Soul Copies (DSC’s) but our Lord Jesus Christ has taught
us that the enemy is also able to copy the unregenerated (not yet reborn by the Holy
Spirit) spirit of a human being and to hold it captive in a spiritual place under his
control.
It appears to us as if the enemy is only able to do this with the unregenerated human
spirit and not the regenerated (reborn) spirit. This means that the enemy is only able
to copy the human spirit whilst it is not yet reborn and therefore not yet circumcised
and made new by the Holy Spirit. Once the human spirit has been circumcised by the
living God, it becomes (in its core38) completely undefiled and Jesus lives in it and the
enemy can therefore no longer touch it (the core) except to oppress it from the
outside and by way of DID parts on spirit level39.
The human spirit often gets copied and taken captive already at conception in the
womb when it enters the human body. This is also as a result of the seed of Satan and
the nephilim in the human race. Various evil spirits (demons) of high authority enter
the spirit level of a human being already at conception due to various unbroken
bloodline curses that provide the legal right. These demons of higher authority then,
through witchcraft and at spirit level, copy the human spirit (defiled and
unregenerated) and hold these captives in spiritual places under their reign. This is
done in an effort to strengthen their demonic hold on the human spirit and to further
entrench their rights over the human spirit of the person.
When ministering at spirit level, we have to ask Jesus to also set these demonic spirit
copies free so as to remove the strength of the various strongmen. Only Jesus is able
to do this through the power of His blood that paid the price on the cross for our
complete salvation and freedom.

38
39

Refer to our teaching about DID on spirit level.
For a complete understanding, refer to our complete teaching called DID on spirit level.
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23.

SPIRITUAL PORTALS ON SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY LEVEL
There are spiritual portals (or gates) on human spirit level but also on human soul and
body level and these portals (or gates) need to be closed after deliverance took place
to prevent the particular strongman demon from coming back.
These portals to the human spirit are also as a result of the seed of the nephilim since
it would not otherwise have been part of God’s plan for human kind that demons
should be able to gain access to the secret place where the human spirit abides.
This is especially so at spirit level and we have learned to ask Jesus to come and lock
the portal of the particular demon (e.g. Hecate) with the Keys of the Kingdom after
Jesus has taken it away.
Matthew 16:19: “And I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on
earth will be loosed in heaven.”
It became clear to us that a gatekeeper demon to the specific portal on spirit level
would always stay behind in order to guard the portal. It is only when Jesus Himself
comes to lock the gate with the Keys of the Kingdom that the last strongman demon
on spirit level of that particular kind would go.
If we should neglect to ask Jesus to close the particular portal or gate, it is possible
that the particular demon on spirit level (by way of the gatekeeper that stays behind)
may draw back the other demons who left and may then endeavour to refurbish his
“house”.
Since Jesus is in authority on spirit level, He closes the portals there (upon our request
by prayer). We, on the other hand, may and should close the portals on soul and body
level with the Keys of the Kingdom that Jesus gave us40.

24.

SUMMARY OF CAPTIVITY IN BELIEVERS DUE THE SEED OF SATAN AND THE NEPHILIM
The spiritual captivity in believers due to the seed of Satan and the nephilim may be
summarised as follows:



40

An oppressed and bound human spirit due to various demonic strongmen on
spirit level;
A complex and multi-layered DID system (both on spirit level and on soul level)
comprising of various levels of demonically programmed DID parts, making it
very difficult for the individual to gain complete victory in any particular area
of their lives;

Matthew 16:19
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Various “prisoners of war” (DSC’s and demonic spirit copies) that are held
captive in spiritual places under the reign of Satan and his demons;
Demonic spirit copies on human spirit level that keep trauma and hurt (as well
as other forms of captivity) in place in respect of the human spirit;
Various power demons and foot soldiers on human soul and body level;
Numerous (if not thousands) of DSC’s on soul and body level including DSC’s
of hybrids and nephilim to assist the power demons in keeping their demonic
strongholds in place;
Various Hurt Inner Children (HIC) and Hurt Inner Adults (HIA) on soul and body
level that keep trauma and hurt trapped in the human psyche;
The Kundalini spirit (counterfeit holy spirit) that lies dormant (or that are
already activated) at the base of the spine; and
The Kabbalistic Tree of Knowledge together with its complete demonic design
(covering spirit, soul and body level) endeavouring to achieve the designs of
Satan in the human race (which entails the counterfeit triune deity the son
god, moon goddess (including the counterfeit holy spirit Kundalini) and the
antichrist41).

This complete picture of bondage to Satan may indeed seem to be a pretty dark
picture for believers in Jesus Christ and may cause them to feel overwhelmed.
However, Jesus paid with His precious blood on the cross for us to be set completely
free of all the designs of Satan and we believe that it is possible by the power of the
Holy Spirit to obtain complete freedom from all these demonic structures and devices
of Satan.
The believer however has to persevere and keep on seeking and asking the Lord. He
promises us in His Word that –
Matthew 7:7: “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and
it will be opened to you.” (Also Luke 11:9)
Paul also says the following to motivate the believers of his time:
1 Cor. 9:24-26: 24. “Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but
one receives the prize? Run in such a way that you may obtain it.
25. And everyone who competes for the prize is temperate (moderate) in all
things. Now they do it to obtain a perishable crown, but we for an imperishable
crown.
26. Therefore I run thus: not with uncertainty. Thus I fight: not as one who beats
the air.”

41

This is the ultimate deliverance for any believer, refer for more detail to our teaching “Hidden Manna”.
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25.

ULTIMATE AIM OF SATAN WITH HIS SEED IN THE HUMAN RACE
Our arch enemy Satan, has had an evil strategy against the human race since the Fall
in the Garden of Eden and he had it all carefully worked out … Remember that he
hates us and the fact that we are the crown of God’s creation. He especially hates the
believers in Jesus Christ since we have the sure hope of salvation and are loved by God
the Father and His Son as well as the Holy Spirit. He hates us for the fact that we are
co-heirs with Jesus Christ of everything that belongs to the Father (including eternal
life), whilst he is doomed to hell for eternity.
His ultimate aim and purpose with his seed (as well as that of the fallen angels) in the
human race includes the following:

25.1

Defiling the crown of God’s creation by keeping us in bondage
The aim of Satan with his seed in the human race includes to defile us and take us so
deep into bondage (in soul and body but also spiritually) that we would be unable to
hear God’s voice, would eventually fall into total despair, start to doubt, there after
loose our faith and then turn away from God.
He also wants to spoil our witness to the world since we are supposed to be so blessed
by God that other people would look at us and would also want what we have.
However, through all the defilement that he creates on spirit, soul and body level, he
is able to steal what God intended for us to have and thereby also our clear witness to
the world of a people blessed by their God.

25.2

Establishing his evil designs in the human race
However, it does not stop there. We know that He, Satan, is a counterfeiter. He wants
to counterfeit everything that God does and therefore he wants his designs, and not
God’s, to be established in us. By “his designs” we mean that, through the activation
of the Kundalini in humans, he wants them to become “enlightened” to become prone
to all that he has in store for them. This is called the “Merkaba Body” and it essentially
means that, through the completely activated Kundalini in human beings, they would
become easily susceptible for all the designs of Satan, especially in the last days.
A fully activated Kundalini is able to block out (almost totally) the work of the Holy
Spirit in a believer meaning that he or she would struggle to hear God’s voice, he or
she would be spiritually blocked to receive anything from Him (e.g. revelation from
the Word) and the gifts of the Holy Spirit would be totally blocked and/or polluted
with the working of the Kundalini. The worst however is that human beings should
be so deceived that they would think that they hear from God, whilst they actually
hear from Lucifer, the angel of light!!! It is shocking to find how many believers in
Jesus Christ are already seriously infected by an active Kundalini and often without
them even realising it! The Kundalini causes deception and confusion and draws
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believers to false signs and wonders and, in addition, blocks their ability to discern by
the power of the Holy Spirit!
We have found that believers who are totally infected by a well-activated Kundalini
become totally deceived and, whilst thinking that they are working in the Kingdom of
God by the laying on of hands for people and praying for them, they are actually
merely spreading the infection with the Kundalini virus!!
This is also what many false prophets of our time (often well-known evangelists and
preachers) are knowingly doing by drawing large crowds in arenas or stadiums and
then praying for the people to receive the Holy Spirit. In fact, what they receive is the
counterfeit holy spirit, Kundalini, and (coupled with that) often false gifts such as false
(demonic) tongues etc.
Many so-called spiritual “revivals” of our time are counterfeit and empowered by the
Kundalini spirit. Believers in Jesus Christ should be sober and vigilant (as Jesus warned
us to be, already more than two thousand years ago)42. Jesus also said that in the last
days there would be wide-spread deception and that even the very elect would be
deceived43!
This infection by the Kundalini spirit and the complete activation thereof (the so-called
“Merkaba Body”) is also the aim and vision of the New Age and the Illuminati through
the agenda of the New World Order and One World Religion.
25.3

NB. NB. Preparing humans for the coming of the antichrist
There is however still more to what the enemy envisages for the end time and that
entails preparing us (yes everybody who has not been set free from the seed of Satan)
for the coming of the antichrist (the false Jesus) in the last days. We believe that we
are already living in the last days and Jesus said that in the last days many would turn
away from their faith and would follow false prophets and preachers and would be
deceived (even the very elect!). This is already happening and it is because people are
no longer able to discern between the truth of God and the deception of the enemy
due to the seed of Satan and the counterfeit holy spirit, Kundalini, in them.

26.

CLOSING
The world-wide Bride of Jesus Christ should indeed wake up to the total onslaught of
the enemy through the seed of Satan and the nephilim in the human race and the
effect that it has upon them on spirit, soul and body level.
Believers in Jesus Christ should start confessing and repenting of their sin as well as
the sin of their ancestors. They should also seek deliverance and inner healing since

42

1 Pet. 5:8
Matthew 24:24 & 25: “For false christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to
deceive, if possible, even the elect. See, I have told you beforehand.”
43
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the time that they would meet their Bridegroom, Jesus Christ, is drawing near. Time
is running out and we invite the Bride of Jesus to study all of our other teachings in
order to gain knowledge and to thereby equip themselves with truth. Deliverance and
inner healing is not an optional “nice to have” for the Bride but is an absolute necessity
in order for her to be cleansed by the Blood of Jesus and to be ready for His second
coming.
This teaching should be seen as an introduction to the following teachings in which
believers will find more specific information about the various subjects touched on
above:





Deliverance on human spirit level
DID on human spirit level
Caging by way of DID programming
The Hidden Manna

We recommend that, for the best understanding, these teachings should be read and
studied together and in the above mentioned order.
AMEN
WE GIVE ALL THE HONOUR AND GLORY FOR THIS TEACHING TO OUR FATHER IN
HEAVEN, JESUS CHRIST HIS SON AND THE PRECIOUS HOLY SPIRIT!
(Most quotations from the Word are from the New King James Version of the Bible.)
THERE IS COPYRIGHT ON THIS DOCUMENT – HOWEVER, SINCE WE ACKNOWLEDGE
THAT THE CONTENT BELONGS SOLELY TO JESUS CHRIST, YOU MAY FREELY COPY AND
DISTRIBUTE OF THIS DOCUMENT, PROVIDED:
(1) IT IS NOT USED FOR ANY PERSONAL/INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL GAIN
WHATSOEVER; AND
(2) IGNITED IN CHRIST IS ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE AUTHOR OF THIS DOCUMENT.
Jesus said in Mathew 10: 8: “Freely you have received, freely give”. We therefore do
not charge any fees for our teachings or ministering services. Our ministry is mainly
dependent upon donations for its continuous existence. Please therefore consider
to register as a “friend” of our ministry on our webpage (www.ignitedinchrist.org)
and to make a once-off or continuous monthly donation, if the Holy Spirit so leads.
Our warmest appreciation – Ignited in Christ team!
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